PRO ANIMAL RESEARCH ESSAY
Free Essay: Albert Sabin, the developer of the polio vaccine once said, â€œWithout animal research, polio would still be
claiming thousands of lives each.

Such a hothead. Laboratory mice, for example, live for only two to three years, so researchers can study the
effects of treatments or genetic manipulation over a whole lifespan, or across several generations, which
would be infeasible using human subjects. Animals typically used in this specific type of testing are guinea
pigs, rats, mice, and rabbits. I love to talk. And begins your career at Honex Industries! Y'all have a right to an
opinion. The bee, of course, flies anyway because bees don't care what humans think is impossible. Hang on a
second. I heard it's just orientation. Its wings are too small to get its fat little body off the ground. The use of
animals for testing is usually in the basic fields of; biomedical research, security, evaluation and education of a
product. I can change. He's really quite a chatterbox. Animals such as mice and rats have been found to have
psychological and genetic similarities that relate to humans which make them perfect for the experimental
trials. Seize him! Animal research has been a heated discussion for the past fifty years. You can always find
another way to figure out if things work! Especially because these choices are cheaper, more reliable and do
not harm animals. The American Medical Society endorses allowing testing of all animals to create new
medicine or treatments for humans. You might have seen house fly, maybe even a superfly. It has kept some
very unsafe substances out of the cosmetic world. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing
invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is
their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. What a loony. I
got a thing going here. Back, back beast, back! You wouldn't turn me in. Some rights animals do not share so
they can legally be tested on. Not just animal lovers peering in through the outside disapprove or have a
disliking for the tests, but also those from within and not just the animals have a distaste for the tests too.
When writing such an essay, remember that you need to be unprejudiced and objective, to explore the topic as
a scientist. Here we go. All suffering is undesirable, whether it be in humans or animals. Experimental
research includes different fields and is usually conducted by universities, medical schools, and
pharmaceutical companies. Will we pick ourjob today? We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. Many are endangered or extinct. Animal testing has gone back as
far as three hundred B. Animals and humans differ from one another biologically in many significant ways.
Living systems like human beings and animals are extremely complex. Students, faculty, distinguished bees,
please welcome Dean Buzzwell. Right now I'm researching for a school paper of mine and I'm going pro
animal testing for the medical benefits. If you were them how will you feel and how much the pain feels? This
act is called animal testing, which is the method or experiment that forces an animal to go through any harm or
distress Thew. Animal welfare acts are in place, but they do not protect animals in the ways they should.
Animal testing has played a VERY vital point in almost every medical break through of this decade.

